
Week Events R.E. Maths Literacy Science Art Music P.S.H.E. I.C.T. Games

19th Feb

 Ash 

Wednesday 

service 9.10 

Stations of the 

Cross

Topic: 

Thanksgiving   

Parts of Mass    

Mass responses  

Properties of shapes: 

Sorting 2D shapes, 

properties of 3D shapes, 

sorting and comparing 2D/ 

3D shapes 

The Tiny Seed: questioning the 

cover, setting description, 

contractions, spelling, 

comprehension

To observe plants 
Designing and 

making a flower

Playing tuned 

instruments

Health and 

wellbeing 

Algorithms - 

Beebots. 

Programming 

and debugging.

Team games - 

attacking, 

tactics

26th Feb

Book Week- 

Shakespeare 

Performance, 

'Writing on the 

Wall' 

performance

Topic: 

Thanksgiving   

Eucharistic 

prayer          

Thanking God

Fractions: Finding fractions 

of shapes and amounts, 

identifying fractions, 

identifying equivalent 

fractions, solving fraction 

word problems 

Book Week- The Gruffalo- 

performance, story writing, 

character descriptions, letter writing 

etc) 

Book Week- The Gruffalo- 

performance, story 

writing, character 

descriptions, letter writing 

etc) 

The Gruffalo
Playing 

untuned 

instruments

Health and 

wellbeing 

Use technology 

purposefully to 

create, organise, 

store, manipulate 

and retrieve 

digital content.

Team games - 

defending, 

tactics

5th March

Topic: 

Thanksgiving    

Leaving mass    

Respond

Fractions: Finding fractions 

of shapes and amounts, 

identifying fractions, 

identifying equivalent 

fractions, solving fraction 

word problems 

The Tiny Seed: retelling the 

story, diary entry the point of 

view of the seed, conjunctions, 

spelling, comprehension

To plant seeds

Explore the 

inter-related 

dimensions of 

music

Growing 

and 

changing 

Use technology 

purposefully to 

create, organise, 

store, manipulate 

and retrieve 

digital content.

Team games - 

co-ordination

12th March

Reciprocity 

Day BLP       

Inset Day 

(Wednesday) 

Stations of the 

Cross

Opportunities:   

Each new day    

Ash Wednesday

Measurement: Measuring 

length and height, 

comparing measurements, 

solving measure worded 

problems 

The Tiny Seed: instructions for 

planting a seed, letter writing 

using sentence types, using 

suffixes ful/ less, spelling, 

comprehension

To describe what plants 

need to survive 

Sunflowers by 

Van Gogh

Experiment with 

sounds

Growing 

and 

changing 

Internet Safety - 

Know who to talk 

to and what to do 

if something is 

upsetting you.

Team games -

applying 

learnt skills 

19th March

Opportunities 

Lent 

opportunities    

Palm Sunday

Consolidation: Addition/ 

subtraction/ multiplication/ 

division worded problems, 

example style questions

The Tiny Seed: non-fiction 

writing on seeds, story writing 

(assessment), types of 

punctuation, spelling, reading 

assessment

To recognise the 

difference between 

plants we eat and 

plants we don't 

Tree collage art
Experiment with 

sounds

Keeping 

safe 

Internet Safety - 

Know who to talk 

to and what to do 

if something is 

upsetting you.

Team games - 

co-ordination

26th March Holy Week 

Opportunities  

Maundy 

Thursday, Good 

Friday, Easter 

Sunday and 

Respond

Position and direction: Left/ 

right, clockwise/ anti 

clockwise, rotation  

Plant poetry, writing poems, 

using suffixes, spelling, 

comprehension

To observe how 

different plants grow

Observational 

drawings of 

flowers 

Create, 

combine and 

perform sounds 

Keeping 

safe 

Internet Safety. 

Lee and Kim. 

Giving of 

information.

Team games -

applying 

learnt skills 

Easter


